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DAILY CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS REPORT 

-- INSPECTOR -- 
 
Project:   White Oak Mine Site                   Date: 12/06/2003     M   T   W   Th   F   S   Su 
 
Crew: Ledcor 6, Wayment 3    Supervisor: Wayne Helsel                     Hours: 7:00 am to   5:30 pm 
 
Equipment:   1- 345 B CAT excavator; 2- CAT D9R dozers; 1- CAT D10 dozer.     
 
 
General description of work performed, equipment/material deliveries, etc: 
 
1- The excavator operator was moving spoil away from the steep slope directly west of Pit C, stockpiling it 
so a dozer could push it up the slope.  After lunch (1:00pm) the excavator moved to the east side of Pit A 
to move fill up the slope into Pit A.  The excavator operator was able to move the spoil higher into the pit 
through the day.          
 
2- During the morning, two dozer operators were pushing spoil into Pit C.  One dozer operator was 
pushing fill into the pit from the lower section of the spoil pile immediately east of the area between Pits B 
and C, while another was side casting spoil into Pit C from the area between Pit B and C. The third dozer 
operator was shaping the slope above the portals area pushing spoil to the previous mentioned operator 
for Pit C.           
 
3- In the afternoon, one dozer continued to side cast spoil into Pit C, the other dozer was moved to Pit B 
where it was pushing spoil up into the pit, and the third dozer was moved to the area above Pit C to push 
the fill up the slope previously piled by the excavator.        
 
4- Wayne stated that he intended to conduct reclamation operations through to December 20, then they 
will shut down until next spring.         
 
5- Wayment’s crew was not working at the loadout today.        
 
 
YARDS MOVED     unknown, hard to estimate with dozer and excavator CY 
TOTAL MOVED TO DATE       CY 
TOPSOIL MOVED:     0  CY 
AREA SEEDED:     0   
RIPRAP         none   
 
POTENTIAL ISSUES: Spoil had been pushed up the hill above Pit C.  The seeps along the slope were 
covered without drains.  This could saturate the area reducing the static safety factor and potentially 
cause slippage of the slope.  Side-casting fill into the pits (B and C) may result in settling of the fill over 
time.           
 
The highwall issue has not been resolved at this point.                                                                                   
 
 
Visitors & purpose:                                                                                                                                           
 
 
PICTURES TAKEN       YES    X    NO 
 
 
Temp: 20     30     40     50     60     70     80     90     100  Comments: 
Sky: fair     pc     mc     cloudy     overcast     rain     snow 
Ground: dry      wet      muddy      snow    6   "     
 
DOGM:   David W. Darby, Inspector # 47                                                           12/08/2003 
 


